“Keeping Washington Trails Open”
CALENDAR
Membership Meeting
January 2, 2018
INB Bank, Airway Heights
6:30 pm
Planning Meeting
January 13, 2018
INB Bank, Airway Heights
9:30 am to ?
Leadership Training
Ellensburg
January 20, 2018
Rope Braiding Clinic
January 27, 2018
INB Bank, Airway Heights
9:30 am – 2:30 pm
Survival Seminar
February 17, 2018
INB Bank, Airway Heights
9:30 am. to 4:00 pm

December 2017

By Ken Carmichael
The BCHW Board met on Saturday, December 2, 2017 in
Ellensburg, WA. Patti Sander volunteered to be the
temporary Secretary. Doug Bailey attended and helped me
with my committee responsibilities.
As usual it was a busy meeting with over 34 agenda items.
Most committees prepare written reports prior to the meeting
thus making the meeting much more efficient.
ACTION ITEMS:
 Renew your BCH membership either through the Your Membership website or provide a
check to the chapter Treasurer, Joyce Johnson.
 BCHW Leadership Training, Saturday, January 20, 2018 in Ellensburg. We should have
a maximum attendance at this important opportunity to share information.
 The BCHW Accomplishments video will be produced again this year. Chapter information
is due by February 1, 2018.
 BCHW rendezvous in Ellensburg is March 16-18, 2018. We should plan to attend.
 BCHW calendar phots are needed for the 2019 calendar. They can be emailed to
bchwcalendarphotos@gmail.com or a disk may be mailed to P.O. Box 1132, Ellensburg,
WA 98926. Must be postmarked by February 25th.
 Statewide work parties are scheduled for June 2, June 29-July 4, July 21-25, and August
8-12. Lots of opportunities to participate.
 BCH national board meeting will be held at the Northern Quest Casino in Airway Heights
April 23-25. We will need to provide meeting support.
Spammers - It was noted that spammers are attacking emails that are identified on websites. The
chapter should review our policy. Also the Treasurers could be approached about providing
money. This will all be discussed at the Leadership Training January 20th.
Wine Ride - The Wine Ride fundraiser in October was very successful with 571 riders on hand.
There were 38 volunteers. Ten percent of the net profits go to the chapters that help put on the
event. My participation brought $22.51 to PBCH.
Membership Development Program - The Membership Development Program has been
presented to 19 chapters (including PBCH) and 8 more chapters are on the schedule. Each
chapter receives a manual and access to many useful documents.

Legislative - It was reported that the upcoming state legislative session will be a very busy one,
primarily due to a capital budget not being approved at the last session. Watch for information
about proposals to change the Discover Pass to a program where it is replaced by a fee on each
licensed vehicle. On the national level House bill 1349 proposes bikes in the Wilderness. We
have been asked to contact our representatives in opposition to this (see email dated December
4). Each chapter should have a member receiving reports from the Legislative Committee.
Legislative Day at the state capital will be Monday, February 19, 2018.
Crosscut saws - BCHW received a donation of about 40 crosscut saws in poor condition. These
are being sharpened and donated to chapters that request them. PBCH requested and received
both a two man and one man saw.
Reporting trail miles maintained - We are trying to determine a consistent method of reporting trail
miles maintained. A committee could not come a consensus so other approaches are being
explored.
Horsemanship Development Program - Doug Stewart of the NEBCH chapter made a presentation
on the successful Horsemanship Development program sponsored by the chapter. It is attracting
new, young families to BCH and access to equestrian training.
Joe Watt Canyon Poker Ride - The Joe Watt Canyon Poker ride will be held just outside Cle Elum
again May 19, 2018. This year it will be sponsored by the Trail Dusters chapter.
Membership renewal- The Your Membership program for accepting BCH memberships is up and
running. We can renew our memberships through this website or give a check to our chapter
Treasurer, Joyce Johnson. This will be covered in more detail at the Leadership Training January
20th.
Northwest Horse Source Magazine – It was decided to continue providing BCHW articles to the
magazine for another year. Chapters are encouraged to provide articles.
Trailhead News – This contract is up at the end of the year. It was decided to continue the contract
for one year and review our options.
Volunteer Hours – In the year just completed on September 30, 2017 BCHW contributed
66,654.5 volunteer hours at a total value of $2,238,567.31. The Ponderosa chapter provided
1,334 hours valued at $36,531.03. Thank you to everyone that contributed and sent in their
volunteer hours.
At rendezvous BCHW presents several awards for work performed at the chapter and state level.
Please see the Trailhead News for descriptions of the awards and how to nominate a member.
BCHW budget – The 2018 budget was approved.

January Planning Meeting
PBCH Planning for 2018 meeting scheduled for January 13, 2018 at INB Bank. 9:30 a.m.
Please plan to attend; come prepared to discuss your area of responsibility. Bring paper and
pencil to jot down notes and suggestions.

Rope Braiding Clinic
By Patti Sander
Don Dyer will be teaching a rope braiding clinic for our members on January 27, 2018. Supplies
will be provided, but please be sure to bring a sharp pair of scissors and/or a sharp knife.
Rope braiding is a skill that we could all learn and put to use; you never know where or when
you’ll need to repair a lead rope, highline, etc. You don’t always have a spare if you’re up in the
hills!
This will be a fun and interactive activity. Please plan to come and fellowship with us. Please
bring a sack lunch to eat on site. Coffee will be provided.

Survival Seminar
By Patti Sander
Ponderosa is sponsoring a Survival Seminar on February 17, 2018. The
instructor is Brandon Biddle MSgt, USAF from Fairchild AFB. We will start at 9:30
am and go until about 4 pm. Brandon will have interactive activities for us to do
both inside and outside. We will learn basic first aid, map reading, what to do if
you find yourself stuck on a mountain for the night, etc. Brandon will be
providing me with an agenda which I’ll publish soon.
Bring a sack lunch, beverages and snacks will be provided.
I will be opening this up to the other BCH chapters in the area. Please let me
know if you are planning to attend.

Legislative Activity
By Ken Carmichael
At the October PBCH meeting we discussed “what does BCH of America
(BCHA) do for us”. Many of those activities are highlighted in the Back
Country Horsemen of America newsletter, fall 2017 on page 3. It is good
reading.
One of the activities of BCHA is advocacy at the national level. This is important because of the
trickledown effect of national policy to our local land management.
The BCHA Public Lands Committee recently reviewed current public land issues and provided an
excellent summary. Some of these issues BCHA actively support, others we let others take the
lead and we support and others we have chosen not to engage in. This provides the basis for
many of our discussions and local advocacy, including contacting congressmen.
BCH is a grassroots organization, meaning that it is very important that the mission is addressed
and accomplished by local chapters. While much of the analysis and gathering of information is
done at the national, and state level, it is up to us to provide our support.
I encourage all of you to read the article in this newsletter “BCHA Current Public Land Issues”
proved by Randy Rasmussen, BCHA Director of Public Lands and Recreation. It is through this
understanding that we can do our part in keeping trails open.

By R.Rasmussen November 13, 2017
Top Issues (as agreed upon by PL Committee co-chairs)
1. Attacks on the Wilderness Act (e.g., HR 1349, bikes in Wilderness)
2. Federal land transfer to states/private entities or transfer of management authority
3. Trails funding (appropriations) and implementation of the 2016 Trails Stewardship Act
4. Land and Water Conservation Fund reauthorization and funding (HR 502)
5. Wildfire Disaster Funding Act (fix to “fire-borrowing” in USFS, S.1842/HR 2862)
BCHA is best suited to be one of several national leaders on issues #1 and #3, and can serve as
additive
in national coalition efforts lead by others in addressing issues #2, 4 and 5. For example, The
Nature
Conservancy has taken lead on issue #5, while the Trust for Public Land and the Partnership for
the
National Trail System (PNTS) are taking lead roles on issue #4.
On issue #2, BCHA currently is a member of the Outdoor Alliance’s “Hero Team” in opposing
federal land
transfer (http://www.protectourpublicland.org/). We will explore teaming also with a coalition of
hunting organizations led by the Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership (TRCP) and
inquire if
BCHA might piggyback off efforts led by the Backcountry Hunters and Anglers.
Other Issues
• 21st Century Conservation Service Corps (S.1403/HR 2987) – While yet to be discussed with
PL
Committee co-chairs, BCHA should find ways to strategically engage in support of this bill.
• Forest Health – BCHA’s PL Committee co-chairs agrees that BCHA should become engaged in
key forest health-related bills making their way through Congress. This resulted when Randy was
asked by BCH CA if BCHA supports HR 2936, Rep. Westerman’s Resilient Federal Forests Act
(which recently passed in the House of Representatives). The co-chairs agreed that HR 2936
would do little to improve forest health and reduce wildfires in their states.

BCHA’s PL Committee co-chairs signaled tentative support for S. 1991/HR 4208, the Wildland
Fires Act. This bill is intended to be complementary to the bipartisan Wildfire Disaster Funding
Act and directs active forestry (e.g., thinning, brush removal, etc.) near communities at most risk
of wildfire and proposes $100 million toward that purpose.
• Promoting Greater Consistency in Wilderness Management (primarily USFS) – This could
include issues like more consistent use of the Minimum Requirements Decision Guide (MRDG)
to assess alternatives related to clearing trails that otherwise would not be cleared; and the use
and reconstruction of bridges (e.g., Bob Marshall Wilderness Complex).
Issues in Which BCHA has Chosen Not to Engage
• DOI’s National Monuments Review and HR 817 – BCHA’s PL Committee co-chairs agree there
are differing views among BCH state leaders on this topic.
• Proposed Fee Increase for 17 National Parks – While fee structures affect public access,
BCHA’s
EC recently agreed that we can state that “BCHA opposes the proposed fee increase.” However,
we are not well-positioned to lead the opposition and our engagement could be a big time sink.
BCHA will choose instead to sign onto coalition letters, if asked.
• Bills to Improve Recreation Permitting, etc. – BCHA must stick close to its mission even though
it might support some provisions in current bills like HR 289 (GO Act) and HR 3668 (SHARE Act)

The 12 Days of Christmas, Revamped
By Michelle Eames [with apologies to the original author]
On the first day of Christmas my true love gave to me, a saddle with
a wade tree.

On the second day of Christmas my true love gave to me, two pairs
of gloves, and a saddle with a wade tree.

On the third day of Christmas, my true love gave to me, three
panel pens, two pairs of gloves, and a saddle with a wade tree.

On the fourth day of Christmas my true love gave to me, four
leather girths, three panel pens, two pairs of gloves, and a
saddle with a wade tree.

On the fifth day of Christmas my true love gave to me, five bits with bling!
Four leather girths, three panel pens, two pairs of gloves, and a saddle with
a wade tree.

On the sixth day of Christmas my true love gave to me, six guys a haying,
five bits with bling! Four leather girths, three panel pens, two pairs of gloves,
and a saddle with a wade tree.

On the seventh day of Christmas my true love
gave to me, seven fjords skijoring, six guys a
haying, five bits with bling! Four leather girths,
three panel pens, two pairs of gloves, and a
saddle with a wade tree.

On the eighth day of Christmas my true love gave to me, eight
Arabs racing, seven fjords skijoring, six guys a haying, five bits
with bling! Four leather girths, three panel pens, two pairs of
gloves, and a saddle with a wade tree.

On the ninth day of Christmas my true love gave to
me, nine Drums in harness, eight Arabs racing
seven fjords skijoring, six guys a haying, five bits
with bling! Four leather girths, three panel pens,
two pairs of gloves, and a saddle with a wade tree.

On the tenth day of Christmas my
true love gave to me, ten pintos
playing, nine Drums in harness, eight
Arabs racing, seven fjords skijoring,
six guys a haying, five bits with bling!
Four leather girths, three panel pens,
two pairs of gloves, and a saddle with
a wade tree.

On the eleventh day of Christmas my true love
gave to me, eleven Lippizanners,
nine Drums in harness, eight Arabs racing, seven
Fjords skijoring, six guys a haying, five bits with
bling! Four leather girths, three panel pens, two
pairs of gloves, and a saddle with a wade tree.

On the twelfth day of Christmas my true love sent to me, twelve vaulters
vaulting, eleven Lipizzanners, nine Drums in harness, eight Arabs racing,
seven fjords skijoring, six guys a haying, five bits with bling! Four leather
girths, three panel pens, two pairs of gloves, and a saddle with a wade
tree.

Images from: 1. Hickman Saddlery website, 2. Stateline Tack website, 3. Powderriver.com 4.Totalsaddlefit.com, 5. http://www.sackettridge.com/westernbits/custombits.html, 6.
Beautifulwashington.com, 7. Equitrekking.com, 8. Theequestriannews.com, 9. Drumhorseassociation.com, 10 .Petguide.com, 11. Lipizzan.org, 12. Warmbeach.com.]

PBCH Work Party at Escure Ranch
By Ken Carmichael
When the Ponderosa chapter of Back Country
Horsemen (PBCH) was formed we developed
a strong working relationship with the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM). With this relationship PBCH agreed to help BLM by keeping our
eyes and ears open as we traveled and camped on the BLM land, reporting back to BLM about
what we experienced. In addition, we want to help maintain and improve the trails and facilities.
As part of this arrangement the Ponderosa chapter used materials supplied by the BLM to build
and install a kiosk at the BLM Escure Ranch (Rock Creek) Recreation Area. This larger kiosk
replaces a small kiosk at the trailhead. This will allow more trail information to be provided. In
addition, the smaller kiosk will be moved to the equestrian campground where it will provide more
specific information about care and maintenance of the equestrian facilities. In addition, during
2017 PBCH helped spread wood chips on the equestrian campground.
The Escure Ranch south of Sprague Washington, at over 12,000 acres, provides excellent
opportunities for equestrians, hikers, bikers and hunters. Over the years BCH has helped move
trailhead fences and build corrals and highlines. BLM has provided stock water, picnic tables, fire
pits and a restroom.
BLM provides recreational opportunities on sites over most of
eastern Washington. The BLM website is www.blm.gov.
PBCH appreciates and supports all of the opportunities BLM
provides for equestrians. More information about PBCH can be
found at www.pbchw.com.

By Ken Carmichael
The goal of the BCHW Membership Development Committee
(MDC) is to identify and document the benefits of BCH
membership and develop marketing materials and methods to
attract and retain members by using chapter resources and
talent.
We recognize that in order to be successful we must have a
strong leadership and thus there is a Leadership element to the
Membership Development Program (MDP). In addition we are looking for active members thus
address augmenting attendance at chapter events. Also, we discuss reaching out to the public
increasing our visibility and putting a positive light on BCH.
At this stage we have developed material, including a support manual and Power Point
Presentation. Thus far we have conducted 3 seminars providing the information to 19 chapters
and 49 BCH leaders.
Dean Giles and Doug Bailey attended the seminar in Moses Lake November 18.
A critical component of the Membership Development Program is how the chapters apply
elements of the program. Each chapter must decide how the program can most effectively be
applied in their chapter and market. This requires the leadership of the chapters.
The Ponderosa Chapter is looking for that individual that wants to make membership development
their goal for 2018. There is a great deal of material available to assist with this program. If you
are interested please contact President Dean Giles or State Director Ken Carmichael and we can
discuss this opportunity.

By Ken Carmichael
Each year BCHW provides an opportunity for chapters to meet. In 2018 it will be Saturday,
January 20th in Ellensburg. Here we have the opportunity to exchange ideas and coordinate those
activities that need consistency throughout the state such as Treasurers and Volunteer Hours
Coordinators.
While it is called Leadership Training, I believe that it is an opportunity for all of us to benefit and
I encourage all of the Ponderosa members to participate. Discussions take place on a variety of
topics that while
you may not be
doing them now,
you may want to
in the future.
Scheduled topics
now
include
newsletter editors,
managing
website and social
media,
reporting trail miles
writing
comment
letters
and
working
with
land
managers, trail
bosses, applying
for grants and
grant liaisons. In
addition,
presidents and directors get together. We will also be providing some of the material from the
Membership Development Program. It is a full day with 5 sessions going at the same time all day
with a break for lunch.
Some of the logistics. The event is at the fairgrounds where rendezvous is held. Classes begin
at 9:15 and go to 3:40 pm. Cascade Grilling will have food on site: breakfast will be available for
$5, lunch for $8 or members can bring lunch. There is probably not time to leave for lunch. We
can carpool.
I suggest that everyone pull out your calendars and determine if you can go. If we all make a
decision by the January membership meeting we can arrange carpools and let BCHW know our
head count.
If you want to know what is going on, be involved, make a difference and believe in what BCH is
doing then this is one of the key places to be.

Reprined from LMF Newsletter

Forage, such as hay and pasture is critical for the health
and well-being of all horses. Knowledge of what’s in forage,
the types and physical forms of forage and importance of
forage quality should be common for all horse owners.
Forage Type:
Forage in the form of hay or pasture is the primary ingredient in the diet for most horses. Horses can
consume many different varieties of high quality forage, both alfalfa and grasses, without out digestive
upset provided the horse is properly adapted to the forage. There are many plants that can be grown,
cut and stored for use as horse forage. From a practical standpoint forages can be roughly divided
into legumes and grasses. Legumes commonly include alfalfa and clover. Grasses consist of many
varieties including: timothy grass, orchard grass, rye grass, bermuda grass, teff grass, blue grass,
fescue and many others. Misconception: Horses can’t eat “pick a variety” forage. I have personally
heard that horses can’t eat alfalfa, clover, fescue, bermuda grass as well as others varieties. Fact: If
forage is properly cut, harvested and stored horses can eat many varieties of forage. Unless, the horse
has a specific allergy or health condition many different forage choices will suffice. Solution: Many
horse owners choose forage based on what is familiar to them. Then these people move to a different
area of the country that raises different varieties of forage. Rather than condemn a forage as evil, talk
with your veterinarian or nutritionist to make an informed decision.
Forage Cutting:
Depending on climate conditions, length of growing season and the variety of forage it is possible to
have as few as one cutting or as many as seven cuttings in a season. Misconception: Horses can only
eat first cutting forage, or horses can only eat third cutting forage. Fact: The quality or the suitability of
forage for horses is not determined by the “cutting” but instead is determined by the height of the plant
at the time of cutting. The taller a plant becomes, the more of its structure is dedicated to supporting
the plant to keep it upright. This means as plants become taller they become more fibrous, like trees,
and less digestible. Taller plants will contain less energy, less protein and be less digestible compared
to shorter plants. Solution: So selecting forage should be based on the height of the plant at the time
of harvest rather than it is first or second cutting. For example, it rain delays the harvest of a cutting of
forage, it will become taller and less digestible which may cause it to be low quality for horses.
Dust/Mold/Foreign Material:
Dust in forage can originate from dirt acquired in the harvesting process or it actually may be spores
from mold. Foreign material in forage is loosely defined as anything that can’t outrun the baler and
may include: paper, plastic, aluminum cans, dead rodents or snakes. Misconception: I have heard
many times that horses are too smart to eat dust, mold or foreign material. Fact: Unfortunately, horses
will consume dusty or moldy forage, particularly if they don’t have a choice. They will also eat paper
or plastic due to boredom. They also have been known to accidently consume hay contaminated with
dead animals. Horses can become sick, injured or even die from eating these materials. Solution: We
are responsible for selecting forage for horses that is free of dust/mold and foreign material. We should

always carefully inspect the forage at the time of purchase, but also re-inspect the forage as it is being
fed to ensure the hay in not contaminated.
Storage Form:
Forage can be stored in many different physical forms. The most common forms include: small
rectangle bales (2-string), large rectangle bales (3-string), larger rectangle (5-string) and round bales.
Misconception: Horses should never eat forage stored in round bales. Fact: The physical storage form
of forage does not influence its nutrient content or digestibility. Forage that is harvested at the proper
stage of maturity and allowed to dry to the proper moisture content can be fed to horses regardless of
the storage form. Forage that is put into a bale when the plant is too wet will mold regardless of the
type of bale. Further, forage that is put into a bale at the proper moisture content but then stored
outside without cover will mold and become weather damaged independent of the bale type. Solution:
Regardless of the type of bale, make sure forage was properly dried prior to baling and store bales in
a covered area to prevent future weather damage.
Physical Form:
Forage can be processed into a number of physical forms to enhance ease of storage or feeding
convenience. Common physical forms include: pellets, cubes and chopped (chaff) products.
Misconception: Horses will choke on forage pellets or cubes. Fact: Horses, as well as humans, can
choke on any food or feed that is not properly chewed prior to swallowing. Horses can be fed forage
in many different physical forms without problems, as long as the rate of intake is monitored. Further,
the processing of the forage will not increase or decrease the digestibility of the forage, and it will not
influence digestive function. Solution: The physical form of forage should not prevent you from buying
a certain variety of forage. Horses can eat many different physical forms of forage without digestive
problems. Regardless of the physical form of forage, all horses should be gradually adjusted to any
change in physical form.
Rained On Forage:
Plants that are being grown and harvested for stored forage for horses may get rained on once the
plant is cut. Misconception: Forage that has been rained on is not suitable for horses. Fact: Forage
that has been rained on after cutting will need to stay in the field longer to adequately dry prior to
baling. As long as the forage is at the proper moisture content prior to baling the forage can be fed to
horses. The longer forage must lay in a field to dry, the more potential for nutrient loss, so multiple rain
showers can be a problem. Solution: Horse owners do not need to shy away from rained on forage as
long as the hay was properly dried prior to baling and as long as the rain shower did not significantly
extend the time the forage had to lie in the field.
Sugar Content of Forage:
Many horse owners have animals that are sensitive to the sugar content of forage due to diseases
such as insulin resistance and laminitis. Misconception: Alfalfa is high in sugar and is not appropriate
for horses that are sugar-sensitive. Fact: Alfalfa is actually lower in sugar than many types of grass
hay as sugar is not the primary energy storage unit of legumes. The sugar content of hay is determined
by many factors including variety of forage, growing conditions and harvesting conditions. Cool-season
grasses store carbohydrate as sugar and are naturally high in sugar. Solution: If your horse is sensitive
to the sugar content of the diet, all forage should be tested for sugar content prior to feeding any
variety. Simply believing that one type of forage is better than another is not the answer.

Carol Klar managed a December
Ride at Slavin Conservation Area.
Brrr!

Plants contain fibrous material known as structural carbohydrate. The primary structural
carbohydrates include cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. These fibrous carbohydrates play an
important role in providing plants with their structural rigidity allowing them to grow upright.
However, because of their complex chemical structure, they are difficult to breakdown and digest.
The horse does not produce the necessary enzymes to break down and digest these complex
carbohydrates. Instead, the horse relies on microbes in the hindgut to ferment and break down
these carbohydrates.
Total structural carbohydrate content of a plant is represented on a laboratory analysis report as
Neutral Detergent Fiber (NDF). Neutral Detergent Fiber is a measure of the hemicellulose,
cellulose and lignin content of a plant. Not all fibrous carbohydrates are digested with the same
efficiency. Hemicellulose is more readily digested than cellulose, while lignin is completely
indigestible by both the horse and microbes.
What is a Super Fiber?
A super fiber is a product that
contains
a
significant
amount of structural carbohydrate
(NDF) with only small
amounts of lignin or non-digestible
fiber. Common examples of
super fibers utilized in horse feeds
include: beet pulp and
soybean hulls. These super fibers
will have approximately the
same
amount
of
structural
carbohydrate as hay, but
with significantly less lignin. This
makes these super fibers
much
more
digestible
and
ultimately more useful to
produce energy (calories) for the
horse. In essence, super
fibers are safe to feed like hay, but
actually contain a calorie
value closer to oats. Super fibers
do not have the negative
health consequences of grains. For example, feeding too much grain in a single meal can result
in colic or laminitis. Feeding too much fiber does not produce these consequences. Horses that
are offered too much super fiber will gain weight over time, not colic or develop acute laminitis.
What Type of Horse Could Benefit from Super Fibers?
Performance horses are the leading candidates to be fed super fibers. Meeting the high calorie
(energy) demands of a working horse is a balancing act. If we feed too much sugar/starch
containing grain we risk digestive upset, laminitis, ulcers and potential erratic behavior. To safely
fuel the calorie requirements of these horses we want to incorporate super fibers into the grain
mix. These super fibers will provide the same amount of calories as grain, but as a high calorie
fiber. Performance horse diets also utilize oils to further avoid digestive upset and laminitis that
may occur if grains are overfed.
Underweight horses are also a group that benefits from the addition of super fibers in the diet.
Many horses that are underweight are very sensitive to large amounts of grain in the diet.
However, by incorporating super fibers we can provide the necessary calories for weight gain as
a highly digestible fiber. Senior horses can also benefit from super fibers in their diet. Many older

horses have incomplete dentition in the form of poor or missing teeth. These horses still require
fiber in the diet like all horses, but they do not have the ability to proper chew and swallow hay.
By providing a diet that is pelleted, and includes super fibers these horses get the necessary fiber
in an easy to chew and swallow physical form plus the additional calories necessary to maintain
weight.
The last groups of horses that benefit from super fibers in the diet are carbohydrate sensitive
horses. Super Fibers including beet pulp and soybean hulls are very low in sugar and starch.
They are certainly much lower in sugar and starch compared to grains. In addition, super fibers
are lower in sugar and starch even compared to cool-season grass hays (orchard grass, timothy
grass). Super Fibers are a great feeding tool to provide necessary fiber to these carbohydrate
sensitive horses without providing an abundance of sugar.

PUBLICITY PERSON!
PBCH Needs You!
Work with retailers, advertisers,
potential sponsors, media, and PBCH
committee members to assist with
marketing, advertising and assisting in
promoting the BCH Mission and
Ponderosa Chapter.
Please contact Dean Giles or Ken
Carmichael if you’d like to participate
In this important service to your Chapter

I invite you all to send me your stories, tips,
jokes, articles, photos, words of wisdom or
whatever. I especially would like to
encourage our officers and committee
chairs to share their thoughts, visions and
projects. The goal here is to make the
newsletter
fun,
entertaining
and
informative.
Patti Sander, Editor
P.S. Please send me photos of you and
your equine buddy so I can highlight you
in our newsletter!
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